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Abstract 
In this paper, design for automated white board duster has 

been proposed as well as fabricated using combination of 

different mechanism of operations. These include to and fro 

motion of duster, horizontal or vertical motion of duster with a 

switch to restrict movement of duster. Duster is made 

stationary while white board consists of a rotating film made 

of polyester with thickness around 200 micron having sound 

wear and tear resistance. Design used in this paper consists of 

two primary rollers and three secondary rollers which are used 

to provide sufficient tension to film for writing purpose. The 

white board revolves around two rollers and duster is mounted 

on the frame near the roller. Film can move in both forward 

and reverse directions. All the electrical equipments like 

rectifier, capacitor and transformer are arranged on ply board 

having switch to provide forward and reverse motion to film. 

Roller is rotated by a 12 volt DC motor which is mounted on 

the top of one roller. This automated design is helpful in 

cleaning of white board along with various positive impacts 

on the user. It will reduce various health hazards to users 

which they encountered during cleaning of tiny particles of 

marker powder that comes in direct contact with eyes , nose 

and skin. It will also reduce the human efforts required for 

cleaning after frequent intervals. 

 
Keywords: Automated white board, Design, Fabrication, 

                     Electrical equipments, Health hazards. 

 
 

 

Introduction 
In design and fabrication of automated duster of white board 

project, the automatic cleaning mechanism is introduced by 

sets of equipment placed in certain order. We make use of 

motor, film, roller and power source etc. While formulating 

the basic design of project we go through exhaustive literature 

review because study of previous work is always considered 

as stepping stone to every research field. Conclusions are 

made on the basis of previous design and structure. 

We try to reduce the regarding design drawback that exists in 

earlier design and structure like belt or rope because this 

equipment have very high wear and tear resistance. If these 

parts get tear then in order to change this part we have to lose 

the entire assembly. This process is not only time consuming 

but also increase the human effort. Maintenance cost also 

increase because this type of failure would be very often. 

That’s why we do not use rope and belt. Chain and chain 

sprocket arrangement not only make it heavy and also bulky 

but also increases the power consumption. 

People have made this project using different mechanism of 

operation like too and fro motion of duster, horizontal or 

vertical motion of duster etc. But we have switched to 

movement of duster. We make the duster stationary and rotate 

film is basically made of polyester and thickness 200 micron 

having sound wear and tear resistance which revolve around 

the two rollers and duster is mounted on the frame near the 

roller. Design we used consist of two primary rollers and three 

secondary rollers which are used to provide sufficient tension 

to film for writing purpose film should be tight. Film can 

move in both directions either in forward and reverse 
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direction. A set of electrical equipment like rectifier, capacitor 

and transformer are arranged to provide this feature to film. 

All the electrical equipment are arranged on ply board having 

switch to provide forward and reverse motion to film. Roller 

is rotated by a 12 volt DC motor which is mounted on the top 

of one roller. Primary roller is moving and other roller is 

stationary which are placed opposite to each other on the 

frame. Electrical power is supplied which is used to rotate the 

motor and motor shaft is coupled with shaft of roller. Once the 

roller rotates, film mounted on it also rotates. 

     Automation in cleaning of white board has a very positive 

impact on the user. Manual cleaning of white board is very 

hazards to user during cleaning tiny particles off marker 

powder comes in direct contact with eyes , nose and skin, 

which causes eye irritation , respiratory diseases and skin 

diseases  respectively. But with the use of automated duster 

these problem can be solved easily.  

There are many major purpose  of doing this project some of 

them are given like To design and low cost user friendly white 

board cleaner machine which can erase the board with a single 

key pressed this machine will provide with to selectable 

modes to erase the white board with only a single key. White 

board mechanism provides convince to user to erase the 

whiteboard as well as enhance the efficiency and accuracy of 

the movement of white film. Major purpose of this is to make 

the rotation of film accurately without wear and tear. Prevent 

user from waiting time during cleaning process and hazardous 

impact of marker powder when it comes direct contact with 

skin, nose and eyes. 

 

 

Literature review 
Fundamental knowledge for design and fabrication of 

automatic duster has been taken from various research papers 

which are illustrated below:  

 

Stephen Atwood and Bernard Geaghan: The title of their 

project is electronic white board in which they make use of 

electronic circuit and programming algorithm for the 

movement of duster. This invention gain wide range of 

acceptance in the market as they provide electronic recording 

of all the figures , word and character and written on the white 

board. It consist of resisting members stretched over rigid 

substrate, electronic module to find out the position of 

instrument like pen which is used to write over whiteboard 

and computer processing for storing coordinates of pen when 

it move over white board but with passage of time electronic 

white board suffer few serious drawbacks in erasing[1]. It 

could not find out exact area to be cleaned since it make use 

of  circular eraser which erased area in circle sometime 

unwanted areas get erased due to its circular erasing profile  

 

Simolowo, and Ngana : In this research paper they merely 

focused on design and fabricatin of white board cleaner their 

objective is to reduce the man power involve in cleaning 

white board after use autodesk software used for CAD 

drawing after that design analysis and fabrication were done. 

Equipments used are single phase 0.6HP electric motor, chain 

spocket and chain. The fundamental mechanism involved in 

running of automated cleaner is horizontal motion provided 

by single phase motor across the width of the board. The 

motion is to and fro in nature design is made in such a way as 

we turn off  the switch motor transmit energy which rotate the 

shaft , which intern derives the pulley . Since the duster is 

fixed to pulley chain which moves to and fro in horizontal 

plane which clean the board the basic idea behind the project 

simplify the manual use of duster and human effort. Manual 

use of duster leads to health hazards like skin diseases, eye 

irritation and respiratory problem [2]. Major drawback of this 

design is if we have to change single component then we have 

to dissemble the entire design. This design was formulated by 

considering the limitation of two major existing design i.e. 

electronic board cleaner and automated white cleaner which 

make use of belt. Most of the belt has low wear and tear 

resistance. In process for changing the belt whole component 

may be loosen which takes lot of time.  

S. joshibamaaliK and Geetha Priya :-Programmed duster 

machine is a machine which can clean a whiteboard or writing 

board naturally with a press of a catch. The machine can work 

in three selectable working modes. In the primary mode, it 

cleans the left half of the board. In the second mode it cleans 

the correct side of the board. In the third mode it cleans the 

entire zone of the board[3]. This machine utilizes two stepper 

engines to move the duster in flat (Xaxis) and vertical (Y-

pivot) headings to cover the entire whiteboard region. A direct 

engine is utilized to lift the duster up or down on the 

whiteboard. An Infrared handset is utilized to distinguish the 

X-pivot engine development with the goal that the duster can 

be moved as needs be. Four cut-off changes are utilized to 

identify the limit of the whiteboard. A dsPIC30F401 

microcontroller which was modified in C dialect is utilized as 

the fundamental controller in the machine.There is two 

principle targets of doing this extend. To begin with objective 

is to plan an ease and easy to understand whiteboard or 

chalkboard cleaner machine which can delete the board with a 

solitary key squeezed. This machine will furnish with three 

selectable modes to delete the whiteboard with just a solitary 

key. This machine was made as an accommodation to the 

client to eradicate the writing board. Second target is to 

upgrade the proficiency and exactness of the development of 

duster machine. This motivation behind this goal is to make 

the development of this machine precise despite the fact that 

has been utilized numerous time. Another motivation behind 

this goal is to influence the machine to work quicker and 

easily. This means to keep clients from exhausted sitting tight 

for the cleaning procedure to be finished. It is likewise to 

abstain from sitting around idly. 

 

Anindosaha, Md. Rayhan Parvez Koushik, Md. 

Asaduzzaman, Razoana Islam Shorna and Md. Moudud 

Ahmed  : At late years whiteboard has turned into a critical 

component at relatively every instructive establishment. They 

are huge in estimate, consequently it is exceptionally tedious 

and dull procedure to delete the compositions from the board 

with duster physically. It breaks grouping of the two 

instructors and audience members[4]. Programmed 

Whiteboard Cleaner can take care of these issues. 

Programmed whiteboard cleaner will diminish the time and 

furthermore the exertion. It takes around 6secs to clear the 

board easily. This paper speaks to the outline and 
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development of programmed whiteboard more clean. The 

framework comprises of Arduino microcontroller, driver 

module, dc equip engine, rack and pinion system, sonar 

sensor, bolsters, and a cleaner bar to give that a mechanization 

figure. At the point when the switch is on, it moves over the 

full width of the board and its course is turned around 

naturally keeping in mind the end goal to clean the board. 

Thus, this “Programmed Whiteboard Cleaner” is an 

extraordinary substitution of “duster” and it can be 

recommended to utilize this to diminish the exertion of the 

board client and additionally to present the classroom with a 

computerization framework. Catchphrases: Automation, 

whiteboard cleaner,  rack and pinion system, sonar sensor. 

Considering the framework is being used and the educator 

needs to rub the board. At the point when the instructor switch 

on the supply, current is passed to the 18V connector and 

afterward it goes through Arduino. This ARDUINO gives flag 

to the driver module at a particular time interim. To drive the 

engine a DRIVER MODULE (L293D) has been utilized. It 

gets the flag originating from the ARDUINO and change the 

extremity of the engine for which the course of the engine 

changes. To detect the separation and time indicated by 

ARDUINO, a sonar sensor is utilized, consequently the 

engine pivots in both clock-wise and hostile to clockwise 

course. Because of the revolution of the pole of the engine, the 

pinion associated with it additionally pivots which thus the 

rack moves in translator course along the whiteboard. A brush 

holder is connected to the finish of the rack with a nut and 

screw. To clean the white board easily a brush of better 

quality has been utilized which is connected to the brush 

holder. The brush moves from the upper part to the lower 

segment of the board and get rubbed because of the grating 

between board surface and brush. 

 

M.Asulamani and K.A rahman: Whiteboards are an 

outstanding medium that gives an advantageous surface 

whereupon notes, illustrations, outlines or other transcribed 

documentations might be made. Whiteboards likewise enable 

documentations to be made in various hues and erasable by 

manual control of an eraser. Sadly, such manual client activity 

is monotonous. Ordinarily, a client would acquire an eraser 

and after that apply the eraser to the surface of the whiteboard 

at non uniform movement to wipe-off the manually written 

documentations consequently. Such manual eradicating 

activity is tedious and considered an errand. Following 

manual deletion, the board is frequently spotty, implying that 

a few leftovers of the earlier transcribed documentations 

remain. Another burden of manual eradicating is that the 

marker leftovers can make a tidy create about the eraser, and 

along these lines the client’s hand can be dirtied by the 

deletion procedure[5]. In light of these issues, an examination 

on plan and advancement of a robotized whiteboard eraser has 

been started. This sort of eraser is completely computerized 

with a push catches control board on whiteboard and 

furthermore a remote controller which could be use to work 

the eraser framework. This framework utilizing a small scale 

plc, two DC engine for driver, a ball screw and straight 

holding on for drive shaft as primary segments. The usage of 

this examination comprises of eight phases; I) manual 

portraying and displaying a few thoughts through writing 

survey, ii) chose the best outline and make-up the illustration, 

iii) classified all segments as indicated by conclusive plan, iv) 

done creation work and purchased chosen standard segments, 

for example, a miniaturized scale set plc parts, engine driven, 

and electronic segments, v) gathering process was finished by 

alluding the get together illustration, vi) testing the real 

capacity of the eraser, vii) minor alteration was done on the 

eraser framework, viii) last test for general capacity of the 

mechanized whiteboard eraser framework. In the primary 

stage, the manual outlines on the general framework had been 

done through some looked into on the past plans or items. 

Prior, AutoCAD 2008 programming was utilized for 

demonstrating reason. At that point in organize two, 

determination of the last or the best outline for this 

examination was finished by scoring plan. In third stage, all 

parts or segments were classified by their capacities and 

successions. Here a few sections were recognized as standard 

segments and alternate parts could be manufactured on the 

lab. In the interim in fourth stage, began requested and 

purchased the segments and parts as per the beginning time 

errand. After all segments were prepared get together process 

was finished by alluding the get together illustration. Here 

individuals in this exploration were cooperated as a group to 

ensure that all parts were amassed precisely following the 

illustration. At that point in 6th stage, testing process on the 

general framework was done to guarantee the framework 

absolutely work with no troubles. As per the after-effect of the 

testing stage, some minor adjustments had done to make the 

framework more successful. In the keep going stage, last test 

on the general framework and every single minor deformity 

were adjusted. 

 

Pankaj D Veta ,Sachine a roto and Yogesh k gagada : 

Design of Automatic Board Eraser (Blackboard or 

Whiteboard). The target of this task is to limit lecturer “effort. 

Our thought is turned out for help a weight of instructors. For 

Automatic Board Eraser, it isn’t simply just spare speakers 

time yet additionally utilize that opportunity to do other thing 

while the machine is working. It is additionally stimulating for 

teachers since when cleaning of board by hand, it might cause 

cleanliness issue. As a group, we outlined the programmed 

board eraser. This eraser keeps running on dc control supply 

and will make it simpler for teachers wherever to clean their 

chalk/white board. This venture comprises of nut and screw 

instrument[6]. Square string screw is coupled to engine. At the 

point when engine shaft pivoting, screw additionally turning 

and nut slides sprightly on screw. Duster is joined to nut. At 

the point when nut slides, duster additionally slides and we 

will get want rubbing impact. We started the task by first 

endeavouring to concoct a unique plan to fit the issue. 

Subsequent to concocting a thought, we took after the typical 

plan procedure to settle our task. To design a programmed 

board eraser utilizing essential piece parts like power screw, 

bearing, nut, eraser, manage ways, control supply. Expect to 

get cost of model to least alongside having impressive rubbing 

impact for general helping reason. At introduce couple of 

programmed sheets eraser ventures are being worked on the 

planet. As understudies, the white board is something we see 

all the time in our classroom. We understand that most 

circumstances it removes address time from the educator to 
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delete the load up. This issue will kill with the improvement 

of programmed board eraser instrument. The idea comprises 

nut and screw instrument. Square string screw is coupled to 

engine. At the point when the engine shaft turning, screw 

additionally pivoting and nut slides sprightly on screw. Duster 

is connected to nut. At the point when nut slide, duster 

likewise slides& we will get attractive rubbing impact. 

 

Gaurav Gangurde, Sandeep Patil , Pratik Ugale, 

Sudarshan Wagh and Ashwin Mahindrakar: 

This system was chosen by us by mulling over some solace 

for Teachers while cleaning the slate. It is seen that while 

doing this they frequently need to cover their mouth with one 

hand while cleaning the chalkboard by the other. By 

thoroughly considering it we understood that we can truly 

support them[7]. So we chose to actualize our course study 

and some additional learning and with the assistance of 

electrical and mechanical idea our venture came into picture. 

The task programmed board cleaning framework can clean the 

slate naturally and diminishes the time devour close by 

eradicating As the name recommends our venture 

fundamentally chips away at consolidated standards of 

mechanical and gadgets. The development of advancements 

asked for higher execution machine so as to satisfy human 

needs and market. This venture is executed to make human 

work less demanding and can diminish the utilization of 

human power in light of its potential applications. This relates 

to new and valuable enhancements and all the more especially 

to a device whereby writing boards can be cleaned in a simple 

and advantageous way. Catchphrases Rack and pinion, sensor, 

chalkboard cleaning framework. Framework utilizes the rack 

and pinion instrument for cleaning the slate with the 

assistance of the synchronous engines. Synchronous engines 

will run the pinions straight on the rack conveying the 

interfacing strip with duster appended to it by bearing game 

plan. DPDT switch and utmost switch are additionally going 

to assume minor part in this framework for ceasing the pinion 

and pivoting one rigging clockwise and another against 

clockwise. A little water sprinkler is additionally going to be 

utilized to shower the water on the load up which will spare 

vitality, time .In new period of innovation, individuals need 

something new in their life. They need each and every thing 

they look before their life look refined. Individuals need 

something that can enhance their way of life and help them to 

carry out their activity by utilizing the robot or machine. That 

is the reason improvement of machine and robot is presently 

turns out to be very famous and speedier in promoting. So to 

help and offer advantage to mankind the innovative work of 

AUTOMATIC BLACKBOARD CLEANING SYSTEM is an 

elective machine that can encourage instructor, educator and 

understudy to keep their board clean by utilizing this machine 

 

Vivek D. Ugale, Aishwarya Marathe, Tiwari Ashutosh and 

Nilesh Ugale: Programmed dusters are made in order to 

facilitate the monotonous activity of eradicating writing 

boards by educators or understudies. Chalk tidy or the marker 

ink may demonstrate dangerous to wellbeing to both the 

instructor and also understudy. So to diminish such issues 

Automatic Blackboard dusters are one of the options. The 

manual technique for eradicating has one more impediment 

‘TIME’. The time squandered amid the chalkboard deleting 

can be used for much better purposes like educating or 

participation. So by doing this we are essentially improving 

things for ourselves and the future age[8]. We propose a 

framework to interface the mechanical parts of the mechanical 

deleting framework with smaller scale controllers in order to 

upgrade it into mechanization as opposed to manual. We are 

utilizing PIC small scale controller to interface the board 

eradicating component. 

To manufacture programmed writing board eradicating 

framework in view of PIC microcontroller. To decrease the 

work and time required to delete the writing board in order to 

facilitate the issues of instructors and also students. The 

principle segments of the framework can be distinguished as 

PIC 18F458 Microcontroller, encoder and decoder(wireless 

transmission) and L293d engine driving IC. The underlying 

stage incorporates the switches which will be utilized for 

bearing of the duster with the encoder IC to encode the given 

contribution by the client into appropriate arrangement for 

transmission. The got flag will then be decoded by the 

decoder and afterward it will give the data to the PIC 18F458 

microcontroller. PIC will then change over the information 

given by the client into designs as indicated for the engine 

driver IC L293D for the development of the engines. The info 

given to the L293d will then give the supply to the engine for 

the particular developments. 

 

Material Selection 
For every project the material should be up to the level so that 

the service life can be increased. The service life of the part can 

be increased only by using adequate amount of composition of 

the materials. Now to make the properties up to the level we all 

four members discussed about the properties to be compatible 

with our project. Therefore we concluded various points for the 

selection of material which is given below: 

Material availability is very close linked with the type and 

standard of technology received in a given country location. 

Buying materials from large distance can increase the cost, due 

to the additional cost of vehicles, for state taxes and fuel 

consumption. For converting and treatment the selected material 

into the finished product or component must be available in 

higher quantity. Otherwise, the cost of making goes up. For 

E.g., the selection of mild steel for frame design necessarily 

assumes that a suitable welding facility is available along with 

the necessary equipments and other parts. In normal mechanical 

engineering these parameters are classified into different 

categories depend on how a particular property harms the 

function and work life of the part to be manufactured. The main 

property groups are: (a) Chemical Material Composition which 

defines the contents of all the different metals contained. (b) 

Properties of Phase, such as solid, liquid or gas, porosity, 

density, pressure. (c) Strength related properties, such as 

fracture strengths in tension, shearing and compressing, yield 

strength, notch sensitive, fatigue strength, hardness, surface 

roughness, effect of high/low temperatures on strength, etc. 

 

The main frame which we have used in our project over which 

most of our auxiliaries and parts are mounted have enough 

strength that it can bear all the load which is applying over it. 

Further we are going to take a look over all the materials 
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employed in this automatic white board project.  Material such 

as motor can produce enough torque that it can bear the load of 

the rollers and the film which will slide over the rollers.  The 

board which we used is made up of plywood having very good 

surface finish and film can easily roll over it. The bolts and nuts 

used also have very good strength. The main roller which we 

have used iscovered over with rubberized material over it so 

that we can create proper friction between the film and the 

roller. And the auxiliary roller has simply plastic material and 

will only support the film. There is a stainless steel rod between 

the rollers which have very good strength and cannot be bent by 

the rod. The film is made up of polyester material and has a 

thickness of 150 microns; the film has very good tensile and 

fatigue strength. The film has slightly shrinkage value which 

can be increased by increasing the temperature.  

This shrinkage value will also help us to maintain the tension in 

the film. As we know over time film will undergo fatigue but 

this shrinkage value will maintain its value and its service life. 

 

Conclusion 
In this section we are going to discuss about the various steps 

which we use to run our designed and fabricated board. Before 

every method it is very important that we check every design 

parameter so that during its implementation we cannot get any 

problem. The white film board has the main frame over which 

all the accessories are mounted. The adjacent squared pipes 

have four holes in them. Each squared pipe has two holes which 

in which we fitted nut and bolt as shown in fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Design of pipes which will act as frame 

 

 

At the end of the bolt we welded a nut so that we can insert the 

roller rod inside it. The tension maintained in the polyester film 

can also be controlled by these bolts. Over the rollers there is 

the film over them, which will move over these two rollers. One 

of the roller have Rubberized surface to create friction in the 

film and the roller and also this rubber will provide the grip to 

the film to avoid the slippage. A back supporting board attached 

with the main frame over which the polyester film will rest and 

this board will also provide the flat surface for the writing 

purpose. Six nuts and bolts are used to fix it with the main 

frame. The main frame and this board make a rigid structure. 

 
Fig.2: The Gear train box 

 

The Gear Train Box employed here has three spur gears and 

one worm gear as shown in fig. 2. Motor supplies  its energy to 

the worm gear and then this worm gear transfers its energy to 

the other adjacent gear and energy is transferred gear to gear. 

The gear ratio here is more than one that is around 10.  To get a 

higher torque we used this gear train. The motor has high RPM 

value to reduce its rpm and to increase the power at the output 

shaft we used this gear train. The output gear of this gear train is 

attached one of the main rollers so that energy can be 

transferred from the gear train to the roller. This roller is then 

supplies its rotational energy to the film and then this film carry 

energy and supply it to another roller. In easy words it works 

like a pulley having belt acting as a polyester film.  The supply 

to the dc motor will be provided using the bridge rectifier and 

Transformer. And a capacitor is also attached to the circuit. The 

Transformer will convert the high AC voltage (220V) to the low 

AC voltage (12V) and then this voltage is rectified with the 

rectifier to get the direct current (DC) supply. Then this supply 

will be given to the motor and also a switch is provided with 

motor connections so as to rotate the motor in forward and the 

reverse direction. The gear train then supplies its energy to the 

roller rod and then this roller rod will move the roller due to the 

rotation of the roller the film will move over its surface. Duster 

will perform its action when the written marker ink come in 

contact with the duster. The duster compression on film can 

also be adjusted as per our requirements. 

 Writer will write on the film 

 And when the full area get covered with ink then, 

 Forward switch is pressed so that film start rotating. 

 When film start rotating the written ink will go behind 

the board along with the film. 

 Duster will do its work when written ink along with 

film comes in contact with the duster. 

 And if the writer wants to see the history of the 

previous written detail then he or she can press reverse 

switch to see the history. 

Our designed and fabricated board has very good ergonomics 

and is user friendly. There is no problem of holding the duster 

again and again. The objective of this work which is to design 

an automated white board cleaner has been achieved to an 

extent. 
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